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 ދެމިއޮންނާނެއެވެ.މި ރޫލިންގ އަހަރު ދުވަހުގެ މުއްދަތަށް  3ގޮތުން  ގައިވާ ގޮތުގެ މަތިން މީލާދU-002ީ/2019) ކަސްޓަމްސް އުސޫލު)ނަންބަރު: މި އެޑްވާންސް ރޫލިންގ ދީފައިވަނީ ތިރީގައިވާ ތަކެއްޗަށް ރިޢާޔަތްކޮށެވެ.
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AR-06/2020 

Pocket Bike 

8711100010 100% - 

23/08/2020 

-- 
  

Pocket bike 

The importer submitted brochure of the product for further information and he claimed pocket 

bike is a motorcycle used for kids 

Based on the brochure user age of pocket bike is above 16 years and it has standard load capacity 

of 120kgs/240lbs. It has a 49 CC displacement piston, 2-stroke 1-cyclinder, air cooled motor 

and 1-liter capacity fuel tank. Pocket bike has maximum speed of >40km/h (25miles/h) and 

maximum range in full tank capacity is 50 km (31miles). It is equipped with front and back disc 

brakes. 

Find attached the photograph and additional information of the product. 
  

 

Goods are classified according to harmonized commodity description and coding system in 

accordance with the General Interpretative Rules (GIR) and the duty rate is determined 

according to the Export Import Law 31/79.  

The “pocket bike” two-wheeled motorized vehicles which are essentially designed for carrying 

persons. Taking into account the usage age criteria, speed limit, fuel type, maximum range 

covered in full tank capacity and other features/characteristics specified in the brochure, “pocket 

bike” is considered as a vehicle that is classifiable to chapter 87. 

Therefore, the applicable HS code for the “pocket bike” is 8711100010, which provides for auto 

& motor cycles of cylinder capacity not exceeding 50cc. The rate of duty will be 100% ad 

valorem. 
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